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INTRODUCTION 
America was a land of verges—all sorts of verges, between kinds of landscapes or seascapes,               
between stages of civilization, between ways of thought and ways of life. During our first centuries                
we experienced more different kinds of verges, and more extensive and more vivid verges, than               
any other great modern nation. … The creativity—the hope—of the nation was in its verges, in its                 
new mixtures and new confusions. 

Daniel J. Boorstin, The Fertile Verge: Creativity in the United States  1

 

In her 1998 classic The Future and Its Enemies, Virginia Postrel writes of a tension between two                 
visions of the future. The dynamists value optimism and experimentation, welcoming a world             
filled with open-ended possibilities. In contrast, the stasists prefer a world regulated and             
engineered to minimize uncertainty and the potential for chaos. The stasist lives in a cage,               
trading the opportunities afforded by the unknown frontier for the contentment of an orderly              
status quo. The dynamist, however, lives on the verge. 

“A verge,” Postrel writes,” is not a sharp border but a frontier region: where the forest meets the                  
prairie or the mountains meet the flatlands, where ecosystems or ideas mingle.” In other words,               2

verges are what boundaries become when they become blurry, and the most fundamental verge              
occurs in “the encounter between someone and someone else. … From such verges, larger              
ones arise: families, religious congregations, educational institutions, industries and commercial          
districts, professions and civic associations.” These are the “fertile verges,” where technological            3

progress and economic dynamism take root and generate immense social and economic riches. 

In contrast, the “sterile verges” are those barren wastelands of stasis equilibrium where the only               
things that flourish are marriages of convenience “between stasist ideologues and status quo             
interest groups … made possible by the powerful legal institutions that translate stasist theory              

1 Daniel J. Boorstin, “The Fertile Verge: Creativity in the United States,” address to the Carnegie 
Symposium on Creativity, Inaugural Meeting of the Council of Scholars of the Library of Congress (No. 
19-20, 1980), pp. 3-4. 
2 Virginia Postrel, The Future and Its Enemies: The Growing Conflict Over Creativity, Enterprise, and 
Progress (Simon & Schuster, Inc.: New York, NY, 1998), ISBN 978-0-684-86269-9, p. 193. 
3 Id. at 197. 
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into vehicles for blocking change.” One of the primary reasons sterile verges persist is due to                4

regulatory harmonization, which effectively decimates “the competition that protects innovators          
from the tyranny of the status quo. Rather than nested rules that compete within a broader                
dynamic system, these policies enforce stasis dictates that offer no escape.” Offering an             5

escape from those “nested rules” is the purpose of this paper. 

Over a century ago, Max Weber argued that bureaucratic administration plays the “crucial role in               
our society as the central element in any kind of large-scale administration,” and that it would                
only be possible to escape the influence of this bureaucratic machinery “by reversion in every               
field—political, religious, economic, etc.—to small-scale organization.” Weber thought the         6

possibilities of that reversion were unlikely, and that the future of governance was inevitably              
inclined towards large-scale, centralized, rational bureaucracy. But what if small-scale          
administrative alternatives were capable of producing the same socio-political         
outcomes—“stable, strict, intensive, and calculable administration”—that Weber’s centralized        
bureaucracy provided society? What follows is an attempt to answer that question by offering              7

an alternative framework to the prevailing status quo: a municipal-based governance ecosystem            
that can help accelerate a revitalization of the fertile verge of technological progress and              
innovation through regulatory competition.  

Part I outlines the limitations of legacy regulations and existing institutional structures. It will then               
focus on three emerging technology case studies that have been unfortunately stymied by these              
outdated rules. Part II describes two complementary approaches to addressing these problems:            
(1) devising a new “soft law”-inspired framework of “regulatory pacts” for markets of             
self-regulatory approvals of new technologies, and (2) devolving regulatory oversight and           
enforcement authorities to states and municipalities that opt-in to the establishment of            
“technology zones.” It then goes on to synthesize these two components into a broader              
framework for regulating emerging technologies and describes a number of metrics that might             
help assess the success of any given implementation. Finally, Part III will suggest possible              
policy vehicles for actually implementing the proposal, arguing that the best path forward is              
likely to be found in new federal legislation. 

PART I: GOVERNING 21ST CENTURY 
INNOVATION WITH 20TH CENTURY RULES 
The prevailing domestic framework for addressing regulatory risks posed by new technologies            
can be fairly characterized as risk-averse. Most federal agencies, born from statutes passed             
many decades before the advent of the Internet, are anchored to an institutional culture that               

4 Id. at 206. 
5 Id. at 208. 
6 Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, p. 338. 
7 Id. at 338. 
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cannot possibly match the speed of modern technological disruption. The difference between            
this rate of progress in innovation and the slow-moving crawl of regulatory rulemaking is often               
referred to as the “pacing problem,” and its implications go to the very core of the disparity                 
between the rapid pace of innovation observed in the world of bits and the far more sluggish                 
rate of progress in the world of atoms.   8

Modern political systems necessitate and indeed benefit from some form of bureaucratic            
organization, but the increasing subjugation of entrepreneurs and verges to static rules has             9

minimized the potentially transformative effects of innovative market entrants in numerous           
industries ripe for disruption. Healthcare, for example, suffers from a “fortress” mentality,            10

where the regulatory protections afforded incumbents are so significant that new entrants can             
seldom compete. Advancements in unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and autonomous vehicles           
(AV) are similarly hamstrung by a morass of existing rules that preclude rapid introduction into,               
and disruption of, existing transportation networks. The excessively burdensome nature of           
existing rules has not only placed artificial barriers in the way of their maturation, but               
incentivized companies and entrepreneurs to look abroad for friendlier regulatory regimes. This            
phenomenon—known as “global innovation arbitrage”—has considerable implications for both         
technological progress and economic growth.  

As Mercatus Center senior research fellows James Broughel and Adam Thierer have argued,             
the need to pursue pro-growth, innovation-friendly public policies is an imperative for            
maximizing individual well-being: 

In order to boost growth ... the focus should be on advancing the state of the art,                 
or as economists say, advancing the “technological frontier.” A country’s distance           
from the technological frontier, like its level of capital per worker, will influence its              
growth rate. Innovation shifts out the technological frontier, increasing the global           
growth rate as “follower” countries are able to adopt new technologies. This            
general paradigm, whereby some leading countries push out the technological          
frontier and others follow, means that countries that contribute disproportionately          

8 Yale bioethicist Wendell Wallach defines the pacing problem “the gap between the introduction of a new 
technology and the establishment of laws, regulations, and oversight mechanisms for shaping its safe 
development.” Wendell Wallach, A Dangerous Master: How to Keep Technology From Slipping Beyond 
Our Control (2015), p. 251. 
9 Weber noted that as bureaucracies develop, the tendency is to favour “the levelling of social classes,” 
which in turn “creates a favourable situation for the development of bureaucracy; for it tends to eliminate 
class privileges, which include the appropriation of means of administration and the appropriation of 
authority as well as the occupation of offices on an honorary basis or as an avocation by virtue of wealth.” 
Weber, supra note 6 at 340. 
10 Robert F. Graboyes, “Fortress and Frontier in American Health Care,” Mercatus Center (Arlington, VA: 
Oct. 2014), p. 4, https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/Graboyes-Fortress-Frontier_3.pdf. (“ The Fortress 
is an institutional environment that aims to obviate risk and protect established producers (insiders) 
against competition from newcomers (outsiders). The Frontier, in contrast, tolerates risk and allows 
outsiders to compete against established insiders.”) 
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to technological progress also disproportionately contribute to human progress         
more generally at a global level.  11

The following sections will highlight the impact that existing regulatory frameworks have had on              
the ability of cutting-edge healthcare, UAS, and AV technologies to develop and commercialize,             
followed by a few examples of global innovation arbitrage. Although there have been steady              
marginal improvements to the regulatory approval process for some these technologies, the            
high-impact opportunities for social and economic betterment that are foregone as a result of              
the slow pace of regulatory reform remain significantly stunted. 

THE “BIOREVOLUTION” 
The “biorevolution” generally refers to developments in biology, computing, and engineering that            
are rapidly converging to create new possibilities in previously unexpected ways (i.e., verges).             12

From bioengineering synthetic circuits using programmable DNA to CRISPR-enabled gene and           
cell therapies, the future applications of these technologies could herald a new revolution in              
precision medicine. To actualize that future, however, legacy regulatory paradigms at the Food             
and Drug Administration (FDA) will need to be reconsidered. 

Of all the federal agencies charged with regulating the introduction of new innovations into the               
commercial ecosystem, none is as risk-averse as the FDA. As Mercatus Center Senior             
Research Fellow Robert Graboyes has noted: 

The FDA’s central operating principle is the precautionary principle—the notion of           
pre-market clearance, meaning that a drug or medical device must be proven            
safe and effective before it can be allowed on the market. And yet the FDA’s               
traditional methodologies are inconsistent with personalized, molecular, precision        
medicine. Medicine designed (as at present) for an “average” person will likely be             
less than optimal for any actual person. Personalized medicine offers the           
possibility of more efficient treatment of individuals’ illnesses.  13

The realities of widespread institutional risk-aversion are not lost on the agency’s senior             
officials. Baku Patel, the associate director for digital health, gave a nod to the realities of the                 
pacing problem during an interview last year. “If the volume and pace of digital transformation               
continues to remain the way it is,” he said, “the existing regulatory approach won’t work. …                
There’s a disconnect between the speed, iterative development and ubiquitous connected           
nature of digital health technologies and the existing regulatory structures and processes. The             

11 James Broughel and Adam Thierer, “Technological Innovation and Economic Growth: A Brief Report on 
the Evidence,” Mercatus Center (Arlington, VA: Dec. 2019), p. 12, 
https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/broughel-technological-innovation-mercatus-research-v1.pdf.  
12 Jorge Conde and Vijay Pande, “Bio Fund II,” Andreessen-Horowitz, 14 Dec. 2017, 
https://a16z.com/2017/12/14/second-bio-fund/.  
13 Graboyes, supra note 10 at 36. 
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current regulatory approach is not well-suited to support that fast pace of development.” Prior              14

to Patel’s comments, Janet Woodcock, director of the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research,              
went so far as to proclaim that the “clinical trials system is ‘broken’ and there needs to be new                   
ways to collect and utilize patient data.” And former Commissioner Scott Gottlieb has made              15

repeated comments on the need to update the FDA’s regulatory framework to accommodate             
greater innovation in gene and cell therapy  and new AI-powered medical diagnostic devices.  16 17

Despite the recognition of these barriers, there has been little progress made towards             
developing new regulatory paradigms to address emerging technologies. As Dr. Joseph Gulfo            
and Jason Briggeman point out in a 2018 paper: 

Mandated premarket trials of new drugs have become more complex, longer, and            
larger, thus delaying or simply suppressing many drugs. The FDA’s standards for            
permitting a new drug have become more restrictive, with predicted clinical utility            
increasingly displacing the statutory standard of safety and effectiveness, with          
the same results of product delay and suppression. Furthermore, the FDA has            
been granted substantial new power to compel manufacturers to conduct clinical           
trials of drugs that have already received FDA approval and are on the market.              
Generally the trend is toward greater stringency, along with more resources for            
the FDA. Spending by the FDA’s Human Drugs Program has risen sharply in             
recent years, while the number of new drug reviews conducted by the FDA has              
remained essentially flat.  18

The result of these increasing complexities, rising costs, and extended clinical trial timetables is              
that the EU is now far more efficient in its review and approval of drugs and medical devices                  
than the United States. Part of the reason is a greater reliance on third-party certification               

14 Interview with Bakul Patel, 7 May 2018, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/industry/public-sector/future-of-regulation/regulating-emerging-te
chnology.html. 
15 Zachary Brennan, “FDA’s Woodcock: The Clinical Trials System Is ‘Broken’,” Regulatory Focus, 20 
Sep. 2017, 
https://www.raps.org/regulatory-focus%E2%84%A2/news-articles/2017/9/fda-s-woodcock-the-clinical-trial
s-system-is-broken.  
16 Statement from FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, M.D. and Peter Marks, M.D., Ph.D., Director of the 
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research on new policies to advance development of safe and 
effective cell and gene therapies, Jan. 15 2019, 
https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm629493.htm.  
17 Transforming FDA’s Approach to Digital Health, Remarks by Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, M.D., 
Academy Health’s 2018 Health Datapalooza, 16 Apr. 2018, 
https://www.fda.gov/newsevents/speeches/ucm605697.htm.  
18 Joseph V. Gulfo and Jason Briggeman, “Fostering Resilience in the Medical Marketplace: A Plan for 
Reform of Pharmaceutical Regulation,” Niskanen Center (Washington, D.C.: June 2018), p. 1, 
https://niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Fostering-Resilience-in-the-MedicalMarketplace.p
df.  
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organizations that are more efficient (due to specialization) and expeditious (due to competition             
between organizations) than the cumbersome FDA pre-market approval process.  19

Examples of global innovation arbitrage in gene and cell therapies and other biorevolution 
technologies include: 

● Experiments in mitochondrial replacement therapies remain illegal in the United States, 
prompting leading academics to conduct groundbreaking clinical trials in Mexico;  20

● In 2015, Chinese scientists were the first to use CRISPR to edit the genomes of human 
embryos,  and more recently have claimed to genetically engineer the first HIV-resistant 21

child;  and 22

● The U.K. approved 23andMe genetic testing in 2014, whereas the FDA only approved 
direct-to-consumer testing with 23andMe in late 2018.  23

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS 
The FDA’s institutional risk aversion is not, unfortunately, an exception among the bureaucratic             
morass. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is similarly predisposed to prioritizing safety            
over innovation. A perfect example is the agency’s historic treatment of UAS. 

The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 required that the agency would have until               
September 30, 2015 to “provide for the safe integration of civil unmanned aircraft systems into               
the national airspace system.” The FAA failed to meet that deadline, only producing a set of                24

final operational rules 9 months later, in June 2016. Unfortunately, the final rules left much to                25

be desired for would-be-entrepreneurs. The regulations restricted UAS operations to within an            
operator’s visual-line-of-sight and prohibited use “over any persons not directly participating in            

19 Alex Tabarrok, Review of Innovation Breakdown: How the FDA and Wall Street Cripple Medical 
Advances, by Joseph V. Gulfo, The Wall Street Journal, 11 Aug. 2014, 
http://online.wsj.com/articles/book-review-innovation-breakdown-by-joseph-v-gulfo-1407799461.  
20 Bradley J. Fikes, “Obstacle to ‘three-person’ baby therapy reported, along with solution,” The San Diego 
Union-Tribune, 30 Nov. 2016, 
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/biotech/sd-me-mitochondrial-hurdle-20161130-story.html.  
21 David Cyranoski and Sara Reardon, “Chinese scientists genetically modify human embryos,” Nature, 
22 Apr. 2015, 
https://www.nature.com/news/chinese-scientists-genetically-modify-human-embryos-1.17378.  
22 Gina Kolata, et. al, “Chinese Scientist Claims to Use Crispr to Make First Genetically Edited Babies,” 
The New York Times, 26 Nov. 2018, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/26/health/gene-editing-babies-china.html.  
23 Jessica Firger, “U.K. Approves Sales of 23andMe Genetic Test Banned in U.S.,” CBS News, 3 Dec. 
2014, http://www.cbsnews.com/news/23-and-me-genetic-test-uk-approves-sale-banned-in-us.  
24 FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-95 § 332(a)(3), 126 Stat. 11, 73, (2012).  
25 Jason Koebler, “The FAA Has Missed Its Congressionally Mandated Deadline to Regulate Drones,” 
Motherboard, 1 Oct. 2015, 
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/ae35dz/the-faahas-missed-its-congressionally-mandated-dead
line-to-regulate-drones.  
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the operation,” among other restrictions. Although these rules were excessively prophylactic           26

for innovators, the FAA did offer operational waivers from various rules for commercial UAS              
operations under 14 C.F.R 107. Unfortunately, exemption decisions can take 3 months or             27

longer, and the information required for making a successful application is not always clear.              28

The lag time in producing final UAS regulations, unreasonably preclusive nature of those final              
rules, and extended approval timelines for targeted waivers all serve as a perfect example of the                
worst precautionary impulses and the negative impact they can have for domestic innovation. 

Luckily, the FAA has taken some small, but important, steps to addressing some of the more                
onerous provisions of 14 C.F.R. 107—most notably by proposing a more streamlined approach             
to categorizing permissive UAS operations over non-operators without the need for acquiring a             
preemptive waiver. The agency is also currently proposing amending the existing commercial            29

UAS rules to “allow operations of small unmanned aircraft over people in certain conditions and               
operations of small UAS at night without obtaining a waiver.” Although these are positive              30

developments, the current domestic regulatory framework continues to lag behind ongoing           
technical advancements in UAS capabilities even as other countries, such as Switzerland and             
Japan, have begun more extensive integration of this technology into their domestic airspace             
infrastructure. 

One of the most significant promises of UAS is its potential to completely reimagine urban air                
transportation. In 2016, for example, Uber released a white paper announcing its intention to              
invest in vertical-take-off-and-landing (VTOL) initiatives with its new on-demand urban air           
transportation service, Uber Elevate. Unfortunately, barriers to that future abound. In           31

particular, the length of time required for approving a new aircraft type-certification, according to              
Uber’s own account, “could extend the end-to-end certification process to 4 to 8 years.”              32

Additional barriers include the restrictive nature of existing UAS rules, an uncertain pathway to              

26 Ryan Hagemann, “FAA Drone Rules Could Kill Innovation,” Niskanen Center, 21 June 2016, 
https://niskanencenter.org/blog/faa-drone-rules-kill-innovation/.  
27 For a complete listing of these rules, see 
https://www.faa.gov/uas/commercial_operators/part_107_waivers/.  
28 Part 107 Operational Waiver Instructions, Federal Aviation Administration, 
https://www.faa.gov/uas/commercial_operators/part_107_waivers/media/waiver_application_instructions.
pdf. (“The FAA encourages applicants to submit applications at least 90 days before the start of the 
proposed operation. The FAA will strive to make a decision on waivers within 90 days; however, the time 
required for the FAA to make a determination regarding waiver requests will vary based on the complexity 
of the request.”)  
29 Operation of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems Over People, RIN 2120-AK85, Department of 
Transportation, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 
https://www.faa.gov/uas/programs_partnerships/DOT_initiatives/media/2120-AK85_NPRM_Operations_o
f_Small_UAS_Over_People.pdf.  
30 Id. 
31 Fast-Forwarding to a Future of On-Demand Urban Air Transportation, Uber Elevate, 27 Oct. 2016, 
https://www.uber.com/elevate.pdf.  
32 Id. 
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local zoning requirements for repurposing existing rooftop infrastructure to accommodate VTOL           
transports, and an air traffic control system ill-equipped to manage low-altitude urban transport. 

Examples of global innovation arbitrage in UAS include: 

● Flirtey, a U.S.-based company, is currently providing UAS pizza deliveries in New            
Zealand;  33

● In response to extensive and burdensome FDA type certification approvals, Amazon           
moved its UAS R&D facilities (and investments) to Canada and the U.K.;  and 34

● UAS deliveries of blood and medical supplies are currently underway in Rwanda, with             
approved plans for constructing “drone ports” and other UAS infrastructure.  35

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES 
As precision medicine technologies and UAS continue to confront imposing regulatory           
challenges, the regulatory environment currently confronting autonomous vehicles (AVs), while          
certainly not ideal, has nonetheless improved over the last few years. 

Under the Obama Administration, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)           
began the process of developing rules governing commercial AVs. The early drafts of             36

NHTSA’s rules included a number of proposals that would have considerably expanded the             
agency’s authority to regulate both pre-market approvals of AVs as well as post-market updates              
to the software packages controlling the core vehicle technology. These sweeping new            37

authorities were proposed despite NHTSA’s own admission that discussions with FAA officials            
revealed the difficulty in mimicking the latter’s airplane type certification rules.   38

33 Adam Thierer, “Global Innovation Arbitrage: Drone Delivery Edition,” Technology Liberation Front, 25 
Aug. 2016, https://techliberation.com/2016/08/25/global-innovation-arbitrage-drone-delivery-edition/.  
34 Ed Pilkington, “Amazon tests delivery drones at secret Canada site after US frustration,” The Guardian, 
30 Mar. 2015, 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/30/amazon-tests-drones-secret-site-canada-us-faa.  
35 Robert Lee Hotz, “In Rwanda, Drones Deliver Medical Supplies to Remote Areas,” The Wall Street 
Journal, 1 Dec. 2017, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-rwanda-drones-deliver-medical-supplies-to-remote-areas-1512124200.  
36 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Preliminary Statement of Policy Concerning Automated 
Vehicles, 30 May 2013, http://www.nhtsa.gov/staticfiles/rulemaking/pdf/Automated_Vehicles_Policy.pdf.  
37 Federal Automated Vehicle Policy: Accelerating the Next Revolution in Roadway Safety, U.S. 
Department of Transportation, Sep. 2016, 
https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/AV%20policy%20guidance%20PDF.pdf.  
38 Id. at 74. (“In discussions with NHTSA about usefulness and feasibility of NHTSA’s requiring some type 
of pre-market approval as a precondition to the manufacturing and selling of HAVs, FAA noted that there 
were significant differences between the industries and products FAA regulates and those NHTSA 
regulates in terms of the number of manufacturers, number of models, and number and frequency of new 
model introductions. For example, the FAA deals with only a few manufacturers and only rarely needs to 
approve an entirely new model of an airliner. NHTSA further notes that the motor vehicle industry’s 
long-established practice of introducing motor vehicles on a model-year basis might create challenges for 
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In contrast, the Department of Transportation under the Trump Administration has redrafted            
these original policy guidance documents and substantially pulled back on the prescriptive            
mandates floated under the original version. The agency has also started moving forward on              39

reforming provisions of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), beginning the            
process of better aligning existing regulatory language with the unique demands of AVs.  40

For its part, Congress has taken various legislative proposals under consideration that would             
greatly expand existing pilot programs for AVs. The SAFETY Act, for example, passed the              
House of Representatives in September 2017 by a unanimous vote, though its Senate             41

companion—the AV START Act—has been repeatedly held up. That poses problems for the             
United States, even as AVs are beginning to make their way onto the roads in other countries.                 
For example, the Netherlands, Singapore, and Norway are all far more prepared for the advent               
of AVs. The reason, as a recent report from KPMG noted, is that they all “have a policy                  
framework that enables innovation, a strong track record in technology, high-quality road and             
digital infrastructure, and populations that are eager to adopt new technologies.”  42

Although the Department of Transportation’s regulatory treatment of AVs has improved in the             
past few years, those developments are entirely contingent on the current administration. The             
next administration may be less inclined towards a pro-innovation perspective. That uncertainty            
could very easily result in one of the few bright spots in the domestic regulatory landscape for                 
emerging technologies becoming a blight. 

Examples of global innovation arbitrage in AVs include: 

● The Netherlands, Norway, and Singapore all lead the world in AV “readiness” ratings,             
with the latter currently considered “the first mover nation for driverless cars”;  43

the industry due to potential delays in the beginning of production of vehicle models caused by the length 
of the approval process.”) 
39 See Automated Driving Systems 2.0: A Vision for Safety, U.S. Department of Transportation, National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Sep. 2017, 
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/13069a-ads2.0_090617_v9a_tag.pdf; see also 
Preparing for the Future of Transportation: Autonomous Vehicles 3.0, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Oct. 2018, 
https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/policy-initiatives/automated-vehicles/320711/prepar
ing-future-transportation-automated-vehicle-30.pdf.  
40 In particular, the Department of Transportation has begun considering changes to 49 C.F.R. § 571.3, 
the portion of the FMVSS code that defines a vehicle “operator” or “driver” as “the occupant of a motor 
vehicle seated immediately behind the steering control system.” 
41 “Safely Ensuring Lives Future Deployment and Research In Vehicle Evolution Act,” H.R. 3388, 115th 
Congress, introduced 25 July 2017, https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/3388/text.  
42 2019 Autonomous Vehicles Readiness Index: Assessing countries’ preparedness for autonomous 
vehicles, KPMG International, p. 5, 
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2019/02/2019-autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.pdf.  
43 Id. 
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● Germany legalised the use and deployment of Level 3 AVs in 2017;  and 44

● U.K. transportation laws have permitted real-world roadway pilot programs and hundreds           
of millions of dollars in R&D grants for AVs since 2015.  45

PART II: TOWARD A NEW FRONTIER OF 
REGULATORY GOVERNANCE 
As trust in traditional institutions continues to wane, reactionary pressures for politicians and             
regulators to act will almost certainly usher in knee-jerk rules with prescriptive and precautionary              
aims. That will have profound implications for innovation and technological progress. In his book              
The End of Power, Moises Naim spoke of the next wave of innovation in political governance,                
which:  

[P]romises to change the world as much as the technological revolutions of the             
last two decades did. It will not be top-down, orderly, or quick, the product of               
summits or meetings, but messy, sprawling, and in fits and starts. Yet it is              
inevitable. Driven by the transformation in the acquisition, use, and retention of            
power, humanity must, and will, find new ways of governing itself.  46

In an age of global innovation arbitrage, where regulatory competition between nations will             
increasingly divide the world between permissionless and precautionary governance regimes, it           
is imperative that policymakers rethink the domestic current regulatory paradigm. Otherwise, the            
United States will find itself firmly in the precautionary camp. To avoid that fate, a new                
framework for governing emerging technologies is desperately needed. The following sections           
will describe what that framework might look like. 

SOFT LAW: BOOTSTRAPPING SELF-REGULATORY 
GOVERNANCE 
A reasonable starting point for developing a new framework could very easily be replicated              
using the principles outlined in the Clinton Administration’s policy approach to the emerging             
Internet: The Framework for Global Electronic Commerce (hereafter, Framework). Borrowing          
from the original language, an updated Framework more broadly applicable to emerging            
technologies might read as follows: 

44 “German Bundestag adopts law on automatic driving,” Noerr, 5 Apr. 2017, 
https://www.noerr.com/en/newsroom/News/german-bundestag-adopts-law-on-automatic-driving.aspx.  
45 Mark Scott, “Britain Offers Itself as a Proving Ground,” The New York Times Bits, 10 June 2015, 
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/06/10/britain-offers-itself-as-a-proving-ground.  
46 Moises Naim, The End of Power: From Boardrooms to Battlefields and Churches to States, Why Being 
in Charge Isn’t What It Used To Be (Basic Books: Philadelphia, PA, 2013), ISBN 978-0-465-03156-6, p. 
244. 
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1. The private sector should lead;  
2. Governments should avoid undue restrictions on new emerging technologies;  
3. Where governmental involvement is necessary, it should support and enforce a           

predictable, minimalist, consistent, and simple legal environment for commerce and          
innovation; and  

4. Government should recognize the unique qualities associated with new emerging          
technologies. 

Of course, the third principle is where the rubber ultimately meets the road. That is, determining                
when government involvement is indeed necessary—and what that involvement looks like—is           
key for ensuring the regulatory approach “enforces a predictable, minimalist, consistent, and            
simple legal environment for commerce and innovation.” To fill in those details, something more              
specific than an updated Framework, but less complicated than the existing bureaucratic            
structure, is required. Such a system could be premised on “soft law.” 

Legal scholars Gary Marchant and Braden Allenby define soft law as those “instruments or              
arrangements that create substantive expectations that are not directly enforceable, unlike ‘hard            
law’ requirements such as treaties and statutes.” These “instruments or arrangements” can be             47

characterized as “soft criteria”—outputs and deliverables that are the material manifestation of            
soft law practices and help to define soft law’s informal expectations. The means by which soft                48

criteria are devised in a soft law system is through the multistakeholder process. 

Multistakeholder processes are governance forums that aim to articulate soft criteria through            
deliberation and consensus-based dialogue involving a wide array of interested parties,           
including industry, civil society, and government. The success of multistakeholder dialogues is            49

often predicated on the perceived legitimacy of the convening party. An industry group acting as               
convener, for example, is likely to be viewed skeptically by certain segments of the nonprofit               
and civil society communities; and a multistakeholder forum convened by an advocacy            
organization may be viewed as potentially hostile ground for industry groups. Given these             
prevailing suspicions, government agencies are often the most ideal sources of such            

47 Gary E. Marchant and Braden Allenby, “New Tools for Governing Emerging Technologies,” Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 73, No. 108 (2017).  
48 Ryan Hagemann, Jennifer Skees, and Adam Thierer, “Soft Law for Hard Problems: The Governance of 
Emerging Technologies in an Uncertain Future,” Colorado Technology Law Journal (forthcoming), p. 10, 
available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3118539. (“If soft law is generally 
defined as the implementation of those ‘arrangements that create substantive expectations that are not 
directly enforceable,’ then “soft criteria” refers to the corpus of ‘nonbinding norms and techniques’ that 
serve as the instruments of soft law’s implementation. In short, soft criteria are the means by which the 
soft law end is achieved—a skeletal structure that provides a governance foundation that can be built 
upon.”) 
49 Id. (Multistakeholderism is “a governance process that attempts to articulate a set of soft criteria using a 
deliberative, consensus-based dialogue including a wide array of actors, from industry firms and public 
and consumer interest nonprofits to government regulators and technical advisors.”) 
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convocations, offering a type of neutral ground that can offer a greater chance at promoting trust                
among factions that may otherwise spar with one another.  50

One of the powerful selling points of these soft law mechanisms is they are all observed                
features of an existing informal system. Marchant and Yale bioethicist Wendell Wallach argue             
that the current system, however, can benefit from a more formal codification of these informal               
practices. To achieve this, they argue for the creation of Government Coordination Committees             
(GCC), which would act as “issue managers” for a wide range of emerging technologies, “and               
attempt to harmonize and integrate the various governance approaches that have been            
implemented or proposed.”   51

Their justification for more formal institutionalization is that “traditional forms of government            
regulation are too slow, ossified, and limited to provide comprehensive and meaningful            
oversight of emerging technologies. Given these limitations, monitoring and managing the           
development of emerging technologies requires a governance model that acts quickly and more             
efficiently than traditional forms of oversight and regulation.” In many ways, soft law offers the               52

speed and adaptability that is lacking in legacy rulemaking processes, as well as a more               
participatory and cooperative approach to governance that can ensure better, more efficacious            
rules that are far more responsive to the changing realities of rapid technological progress.              53

Institutionalized variants of soft law are already in use in other countries, offering a glimpse into                
how such a formalized system might work in practice here in the United States. 

In the Netherlands, for example, the “Polder Model” has many of the characteristics of soft law                
multistakeholderism. Unlike soft law, however, the Polder Model operates as a “tripartite”            54

50 Ryan Hagemann, “New Rules for New Frontiers: Regulating Emerging Technologies in an Era of Soft 
Law,” Washburn Law Journal, Vol. 57, No. 2: 235-263 (Spring 2018), pp. 240-241, available at 
http://washburnlaw.edu/publications/wlj/issues/57-2.html. (“In general, the federal agency organizing the 
multistakeholder process needs to be viewed as an impartial intermediary, otherwise it is unlikely to 
promote trust among the disparate stakeholder representatives. As an analogy, if the multistakeholder 
process roughly mirrors the form and function of a congressional legislature (or other deliberative 
assembly), then the convening agency should serve in the role of the parliamentarian, observing and 
advising on the rules of procedure but not dictating the terms of debate.”) 
51 Gary E. Marchant and Wendell Wallach, “Coordinating Technology Governance,” Issues in Science and 
Technology, Vol. 31, No. 4 (Summer 2015), https://issues.org/coordinating-technology-governance/.  
52 Id. 
53 Id. (“Soft law approaches offer many potential benefits. First, they tend to be participatory, cooperative, 
reflexive, and adaptive. They can involve a mixture of tools and invoke resources and responsibility at 
multiple levels and from multiple parties. ... [T]he shortcomings of traditional regulatory mechanisms, such 
as endless litigation and a damaging blurring of the boundaries between science and politics, mean that 
soft law approaches will be an inevitable component of any successful governance of emerging 
technologies.”) 
54 N.M.J. Kurstjens, “The Dutch ‘Polder Model’: Social Pacts,” Nijmegen School of Management at 
Radbound University (Nijmegen, Netherlands: Aug. 2015), p. 6, 
https://theses.ubn.ru.nl/bitstream/handle/123456789/1179/Kurstjens%2C_Nanda_1.pdf?sequence=1. 
(“Policymakers view the Dutch system of cooperation between government, unions and employers as a 
guiding example of successfully spreading and sharing power within the field of political economy. This 
‘Polder Model’ is the frequently praised way of policymaking due to its ability to bring antagonists into a 
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political decision-making system—an institutionalized regime for negotiating an economic policy          
consensus between business, labor organizations, and the state. Such political systems are            
often characterized as “neo-corporatist,” where policymaking efforts are delegated to tripartite           
councils that agree to the creation of “socio-economic pacts” and are “aimed at forging a               
consensus over the formulation and implementation of socio-economic government policies,          
which in turn enhances the effectiveness of these policies in terms of macroeconomic             
performance.” As Table 1 below shows, neo-corporatist mechanisms very closely mirror the            55

structure of soft law processes. 

Neo-Corporatism Soft Law 

Tripartite Council Multistakeholder Process 

Socio-Economic Pact Soft Criteria 

Official Policy Unofficial Policy 
Table 1: Noting the relative similarities between the operational mechanics of neo-corporatist regimes and soft law                
processes. The tripartite council mirrors the multistakeholder process, with the former producing a socio-economic              
pact that serves as official government policy while the latter expresses its consensus as soft criteria, which are                  
non-binding and unofficial. 

And much like soft law, the strength of neo-corporatism lies in the benefits that accrue to those                 
stakeholders participating in the negotiated policymaking. Labor unions benefit from more equal            
bargaining power and the ability to directly influence socio-economic policy, firms benefit from             56

increased certainty and diminished strife with unions, and government actors are capable of             57

better aligning incentives to ensure a higher rate of corporate regulatory compliance. The             
government gains an additional benefit in the form of distributing the negative public opinion              
impacts of negotiating unpopular policies among all the participating parties.   58

European neo-corporatism provides an example for how systems of soft law variants can work              
at the national level for macro socio-economic policy, but doesn’t tell us much about how to best                 

mode of dialogue, for developing agreements based on consultation, compromise and consensus and for 
organising a support base for its pacts and policies. Not without reason, the Netherlands is characterised 
as a consensus democracy and a traditional corporatist country.”)  
55 J.J. Woldendorp, “Neo-corporatism and Macroeconomic Performance in Eight Small West European 
Countries (1970–1990),” Acta Politica, Vol. 32, No. 1 (1997), pp. 49-50. 
56 Kurstjens, supra note 55 at 38. (“Unions are interested in policy concertation to prevent domination of 
employers, to influence socioeconomic policies and to prevent unilateral actions from the government. 
Too strong unions could deadlock negotiations, too weak unions are likely to lose their credibility in 
negotiations.”) 
57 Id. at 40. (“Employers are interested in policy concertation to reduce uncertainty, avoid labour strife and 
stimulate economic growth. A well-organised employer organisation functions as an institutional vehicle 
for the state to motive a high degree of corporate compliance and to build support for socioeconomic 
policies.”) 
58 Id. at 41. (“For governments social pacts are attractive because the burdens of implementing unpopular 
policies are not only distributed among the governing parties, but also among unions and employers.”) 
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alleviate burdensome rules for particular technologies or industries here in the United States. To              
that end, up until this point much of the soft law discussion has orbited around a subtle                 
implication that multistakeholder processes, negotiated rulemakings, and soft law mechanisms          
in general are essentially a form of self-regulatory governance. 

Self-regulation has been a largely unappreciated and often vilified approach to governing            
industry. Criticism has focused on, among other things: the increased risk of regulatory capture,              
potential competitive distortions due to increased entry barriers for market actors, and failure to              
hold bad actors accountable to democratic oversight. Scholars Edward Balleisen and Marc            
Eisner, however, have a more nuanced perspective. As they note, “the problem often is not               
self-regulation per se, but the failure to integrate structures of private governance effectively             
within a larger institutional setting—to embed those structures within a broader framework of             
public oversight.” A 2015 report from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and            59

Development shared a similar sentiment, arguing that under the right conditions self-regulation            
can be a valuable governance tool. The factors that define an effective, practical, and              60

successful self-regulatory regime will be discussed in the final two sections of Part II. For the                
time being, however, it is important to define the specifics of what constitutes those              
self-regulatory organizations (SRO) that form the foundation of self-regulatory governance. 

As defined by Balleisen and Eisner, SROs are nonprofit organizations, often housed within or              
allied to an industry trade association, vested with the authority to execute the creation and               
enforcement of regulatory rules. Examples include the Joint Committee on the Accreditation of             61

Healthcare Organizations, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, and the Institute of           
Nuclear Power Operators. Balleisen and Eisner also recognize a second form of private             
regulatory governance called “management regulation,” which “involves analogous regulatory         
action within large-scale corporations, usually through the creation of internal regulatory           
departments, which have the responsibility of setting regulatory goals and overseeing their            
implementation.” There are also a host of both nonprofit and for-profit standards-setting            62

organizations that serve similar quasi-regulatory duties, such as Underwriters Laboratories, the           
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the Digital Advertising Alliance, the Network            
Advertising Initiative, and many more. For the purposes of this paper, the term SRO will refer to                 
organizations that perform the functions of an independent certifier of a private firm’s             
compliance with the rules and regulations promulgated by the government.  

59 Edward J. Balleisen and Marc Eisner, “The Promise and Pitfalls of Co-Regulation: How Governments 
Can Draw on Private Governance for Public Purpose,” in David Moss and John Cisternino (Eds.), New 
Perspectives on Regulation (1st ed., pp. 129-151), Cambridge, MA: The Tobin Project, Inc (2009), p. 131. 
60 Industry Self-Regulation: Role and Use in Supporting Consumer Interests, Directorate for Science, 
Technology and Innovation, Committee on Consumer Policy, OECD, 23 Mar. 2015, 
http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DSTI/CP(2014)4/FINAL&docLan
guage=En.  
61 Balleisen and Eisner, supra note 60 at 132. 
62 Id. 
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Taking inspiration from the general principles of the Framework and the mechanisms of soft law               
governance, SROs could offer a distinctly American variety of neo-corporatism’s structured           
negotiated rulemaking practices. Rather than relying on an unwieldy federal bureaucracy, states            
and municipalities could develop their own rules governing new emerging technologies,           
establishing competing “regulatory pacts” that would vie for entrepreneurs and firms and ensure             
compliance using third-party SROs. Implementing such pacts, however, is beyond the ability of             
existing soft law mechanisms (such as the multistakeholder process). Nor will current proposals             
(such as the Marchant-Wallach GCC) optimally reconcile the realities of sluggish rulemaking            
with the fast-paced demands of innovators and entrepreneurs.  

In order to actualize the benefits of soft law-inspired regulatory pacts, it will first be necessary to                 
create a governance environment in which more innovative regulatory alternatives can blossom.  

TECHNOLOGY ZONES: ACCELERATING PROGRESS AND 
INNOVATION 
In a 2014 essay for Politico, Marc Andreessen discussed the limitations of constructing the next               
Silicon Valley, proposing instead to focus on “driving regulatory competition between city, state,             
and national governments.”  He goes on: 63

There are many new categories of innovation out there and entrepreneurs eager            
to go after opportunities within each of them. Rethinking the regulatory barriers in             
specific industries would better draw the startups, researchers and divisions of           
big companies that want to innovate in the vanguard of a particular            
domain—while also exploring and addressing many of the difficult regulatory          
issues along the way. 

Why this approach? Compared with previous innovation-cluster efforts where         
governments contrived to do something unnatural, this proposal flows from what           
governments naturally do best: create, or rather, relax laws.  64

The next Silicon Valley won’t be the brainchild of some grand council of technocratic experts               
directing resources to contrived attempts at creating innovation clusters; it will emerge as a              
result of competition between regulatory environments that strive to attract entrepreneurs who            
are willing to invest for the long-term. The goal should be to create a thriving interstate—and                
intermunicipal—ecosystem of domestic regulatory competition. These “technology zones” are         
only possible, however, through bottom-up regulatory experimentation, free from the legacy           
constraints imposed by the administrative state. In other words, let a thousand technology             

63 Marc Andreessen, “Turn Detroit into Drone Valley,” Politico, 15 June 2014, 
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2014/06/turn-detroit-into-drone-valley-107853.  
64 Id.  
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zones bloom and the next wave of Silicon Valleys will make themselves naturally over time.               
Such an approach would have a number of benefits over the current system.  

First, by devolving certain regulatory authorities and oversight functions to states and local             
municipalities, the United States can minimize the costs associated with global innovation            
arbitrage and benefit from greater experimentation in governance practices. Even if innovators            
opt to move to a more favorable municipal regulatory pact, the early-stage benefits of firm               
creation and employment are still captured domestically. 

Second, more local regulatory governance would be better equipped to adapt to what economist              
Thomas McCraw calls “the protean nature of industrial organization”—referring to the           
ever-changing nature of industries, and the need for adaptive and flexible rules that can respond               
to evolving business models and advances in technology. Local governments have less            65

complicated bureaucracies and shorter feedback loops than federal regulators, allowing them to            
more quickly and effectively respond to the needs and demands of industry. 

Third, the competitive nature of technology zone governance would build greater resilience into             
the regulatory apparatus by distributing the risks of bureaucratic sclerosis. Federal governance            
of emerging technologies is currently in an unstable equilibrium and steeped in uncertainty. As a               
result, the long-term viability of the current soft law system and potential for the pacing problem                
to spur heavy-handed legislation are both unclear. With no means of predicting how future              
regulations and institutional priorities may change, the impact of new rules for emerging             
technologies will likely be wide-reaching, offering fewer domestic arbitrage opportunities.   66

Finally, technology zones can empower states and municipalities with the flexibility they need to              
build viable entrepreneurial communities—the true wellsprings of modern innovation and          
technological progress. The Boulder Thesis posits that there are four general principles for             
building a successful and sustainable startup community:  

1. Entrepreneurs must lead the entrepreneurial community, not academics, policymakers,         
or regulators;  

2. The community must have a porous boundary, open to including everyone from the             
seasoned to the newly-minted entrepreneur; 

3. The community must regularly engage in organized activities (not merely cocktail parties            
and receptions) for the entrepreneurially-inclined; and 

65 Thomas K. McCraw, Prophets of Regulation (Belknap Press of Harvard University: Cambridge, MA, 
1984), ISBN 0-674-71607-8, p. 307. 
66 Id. at 301. (“Like the application of regulation to industries, the behavior of regulatory commissions, 
once they have been created, shows no clear single pattern. All agencies do not follow a standard ‘life 
cycle,’ for example, going from youthful exuberance to middle age, then finally to geriatric decrepitude. ... 
No stage-by-stage evolution, nor any other assured expectation of agency behavior, can be predicted on 
the basis of actual regulatory history.”) 
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4. Community leaders need to commit for the long-term.  67

A 2014 exploratory research paper from the Kauffman Foundation tentatively confirmed many of             
these assertions, concluding that “entrepreneurship is largely a local phenomenon using           
personal connections, and entrepreneurs primarily exchange information via word of mouth.”           68

As a “local phenomenon,” building successful communities of entrepreneurs requires that local            
institutions possess greater authority to experiment with new governance approaches.  

Given these benefits, how might a technology zone work in practice? To begin, there is likely                
value in maintaining a broad funnel of baseline safety standards that could remain the purview               
of certain federal regulatory agencies. States would then have the opportunity to opt-out of a               
federal agency’s statutory regulatory authorities and authorize the creation of municipal           
regulatory pacts. Local municipalities would then be permitted to develop their own regulatory             
pact, pursuant to their adoption of a regulatory framework that shifts federal oversight and              
certification functions to an SRO (or an ecosystem of SROs). These SROs are the key to                
balancing market certainty with accelerating progress, and are the cornerstone of municipal            
regulatory pacts successfully working within technology zones. 

SROs could be variably structured, with some coordinating the formulation of municipal            
regulatory pact rules in concert with other stakeholders (akin to tripartite councils of             
multistakeholder forums) and others validating compliance with the municipality’s rules.          
Although these organizations would not have formal regulatory authority, they would be            
well-positioned to provide reports and recommendations to local municipalities if existing           
regulatory frameworks were performing sub-optimally. Their primary function, therefore, would          
be comprehensive monitoring of ongoing developments in the alternative regulatory          
environment.   69

Here again, once can anticipate potential critiques regarding the self-regulating nature of this             
proposal. In addition to the critiques mentioned previously, self-regulatory governance is also            
denounced for its failure to appropriately align industry incentives with the public interest, and is               
regularly subject to the complaint that such systems are undemocratic. However, federal            

67 Brad Feld, Startup Communities: Building an Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in Your City (Hoboken, NJ: 
John Wiley & Sons), 2012. 
68 Yasuyuki Motoyama, et al., “Think Locally, Act Locally: Building a Robust Entrepreneurial Ecosystem,” 
Apr. 2014, p. 13, 
https://www.kauffman.org/~/media/kauffman_org/research%20reports%20and%20covers/2014/04/1mc_t
hink_locally_act_locally.pdf.  (“[T]he nature of the network among entrepreneurs is extremely thick and 
local. It is not as effective for entrepreneurship support organizations to provide information on their 
websites or via Twitter; these organizations have to cultivate specific key people in the entrepreneurial 
scenery, if present, in order to spread the word and build entrepreneurial networks.”) 
69 The ideal composition of such bodies is open for debate. They could be independent NGOs or 
chartered nonprofits, municipal government oversight committees, private standards-setting 
organizations, or industry-led consortia. Alternatively, the best formation might be a classic soft law 
multistakeholder forum with a porous entry for membership. In this way, no one sector of society would 
have an outsize role in overseeing the governance of the technology zone.  
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regulators are also not democratically elected; nor are they subject to, or constrained by, the               
same feedback and oversight mechanisms that elected representatives are beholden to. But            
even if they were elected, the ever-diminishing levels of trust in government in general, and               
Congress in particular, does not speak highly of the inherent value in being appointed to a                
position of authority according to a majority will of the polis.  

In contrast, as trust in government has plummeted the public has increasingly come to expect               
their employers to become more engaged on social and economic issues once the unique              
purview of policymakers. As the 2019 Edelman Trust Barometer points out, more people trust              
their employers to do “what is right” than they do nonprofits, advocacy organizations, other              
businesses, or the media—and by large margins. In addition, the report notes that 76 percent               70

of the general population “say they want CEOs to take the lead on change instead of waiting for                  
government to impose it.” The expectations and trust once uniquely afforded to elected             71

officials is now increasingly the purview of the captains of industry.  

This diminishing trust offers an opportunity for technology zones to prove their efficacy and merit               
in better aligning the public interest mandates of regulators with the needs of innovators and               
entrepreneurs. Additionally, the promulgation of municipal regulatory pacts within technology          
zones allows for more direct and efficient responsiveness between local government, the public,             
and entrepreneurs. By shortening that feedback loop, local governments are in a better position              
to provide the regulatory flexibility necessary to diminish the increasing gap of the pacing              
problem while providing entrepreneurs greater freedom to experiment with new business           
models and technologies. 

For all these reasons, it is crucial to develop the necessary institutions to allow small-scale,               
diffuse experimentation in governance systems that can help create an alternative evolutionary            
framework for future technological governance. The current system, though benefitting from soft            
law influences on the margin, is likely unsustainable. An effective replacement will require a              
greater appreciation of, and ability to respond effectively to, the chaotic and unpredictable             
dynamism that has come to characterize the digital age. If new approaches to governance fail to                
address those realities, they will inevitably suffer the same administrative paralysis on display in              
the current sclerotic regulatory environment—buckling under the pressure of the pacing problem            
and incapable of providing the necessary resilience to ensure the long-term viability of the              
system. 

While some may see self-regulatory mechanisms as too risky, Balleisen and Eisner note that              
“there is powerful evidence that in the right circumstances, and with the right execution,              
strategies that incorporate private governance can extend the reach of regulation to areas that              

70 2019 Edelman Trust Barometer, 20 Jan. 2019, https://www.edelman.com/trust-barometer. 
71 Id. 
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are simply beyond the analytical and budgetary capabilities of public regulators.” They            72

continue: 

Legislators and administrative agencies should view nongovernmental regulation        
as a policy instrument that can make sense in many, if by no means all,               
regulatory contexts. The key challenge is to design systems that provide the            
benefits of self-governance without sacrificing the high levels of accountability          
that one expects from public regulation.  73

Addressing this key design challenge—by merging the best of soft law-inspired SROs and the              
promise of technology zone governance—is the subject of the next section. 

SYNTHESIZING THE FRAMEWORK: SOFT LAW 
REGULATORY PACTS AT WORK IN TECHNOLOGY ZONES 
To sum up, the two necessary components to creating an environment of competitive state or               
municipal governance in emerging technologies are (1) regulatory pacts and (2) technology            
zones. A regulatory pact is the unique composition of rules in a given municipality, ideally               
created using some system of soft law or other negotiated rulemaking process. A technology              
zone is the specific sub-national geographic region (likely individual municipalities) that is            
governed by a given regulatory pact. Whereas regulatory pacts are the means by which specific               
regulations would be implemented and governed at the municipal level, technology zones offer             
the framework within which a broader ecosystem of regulatory competition would occur.  

Figure 1 below offers a brief sketch of what such a regulatory framework—in which              
municipalities are more empowered to structure their own rules governing particular           
technologies and innovations—could look like. Municipalities would each be free to differentiate            
their individual regulatory environments according to the local risk tolerance. In order to ensure              
some baseline level of regulatory certainty, the top of the funnel (federal rules) would apply a                
standardized set of approval criteria applicable to all technology zones. With the broad baseline              
rules in place, states would then be free to permit municipalities to form individual regulatory               
pacts within the broader framework of rules and regulations set by federal agencies. The              
responsibility for ensuring individual entrepreneurs and firms comply with the requirements of            
each regulatory pact would then fall to SROs approved by the municipality. The choice of such                
an organization could be predicated on a set of more narrow and standardized expectations set               
by the federal agency in charge of the initial stage of the funnel. 

72 Balleisen and Eisner, supra note 60 at 147. 
73 Id. 
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Figure 1: Describing a theoretical example of how individual regulatory pacts might fit into a larger regulatory                 
governance structure aimed at accommodating the emergence of technology zones. The key to simplification is               
“funneling” responsibilities: federal baseline regulations step back from micromanaging compliance and enforcement,            
widening the approval pathway such that municipalities have greater flexibility in experimenting with competing              
regulatory regimes. Those experimentations can then be more expediently governed by a set of standards and best                 
practices enforced via SROs.  

Alternatively, the potential for competition between municipal regulatory pacts might also offer            
an ideal opportunity to create an ever-evolving and improving set of standards and approval              
criteria in the SRO market. In order to avoid the same type of stasis paralysis observed in the                  
federal regulatory apparatus, inducing market competition among a set of self-regulatory entities            
could help institutionalize a resilient and dynamic market for validators (see Figure 2). This              
would force competing soft law bodies to constantly iterate with the mechanisms necessary for              
effectively balancing the municipal public interest with the need to create a regulatory             
environment friendly enough to attract innovative firms and build entrepreneurial communities. 
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Figure 2: Describing the same “funneling” effect as in Figure 1, but with a competitive market for SROs. The ideal                    
effect would be to induce a system that favors ongoing experimentation in, and improvement of, regulatory                
governance, while building multiple market layers to maximize municipal flexibility and resilience, promote competitive              
oversight practices, and reinforce (and shorten) the feedback loops for governance experimentation.  

Any framework that attempts to address these issues will inevitably be imperfect. The key to a                
successful governance framework is not perfection, but building resilient and adaptive features            
into the system. Learning from failure, and incorporating the capacity to weather that failure, will               
be necessary to the long-term success and viability of technology zone governance. But in order               
for such an approach to be effective, the expectations of SRO governance need to be clarified.                
Balleisen and Eisner offer an assessment of the factors that impact the ultimate effectiveness of               
any SRO regime:  

Private regulatory actors must possess genuine commitment to regulatory         
purposes, have a sufficient degree of institutional autonomy, and receive          
adequate resources to do their jobs properly. Equally important, they must be            
directed and constrained by a larger framework of “co-regulation.” The state must            
furnish regulators with clear missions, and then maintain a close watch over            
those quasi-public or private regulators. To make such oversight efficacious,          
public regulators must receive accurate information about the activities of their           
private counterparts, and have sufficient expertise and capacity to assess the           
performance of nongovernmental regulators; and those nongovernmental       
regulators must face a credible threat that their public overseers will assume            
regulator jurisdiction if they do not meet their obligations. It also helps if there is               
considerable transparency about the actions of quasi-public or private regulators          
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that third parties can assist in the evaluation of regulatory performance. The key,             
in short, is to make sure that the private regulatory tail does not wag the               
commonweal’s dog.  74

Distilling these broad principles yields five distinct principles for how to successfully implement a              
competitive regulatory environment: 

1. Firms need to be concerned for their reputation among other regulated businesses;  
2. There must be sufficient regulatory flexibility to ensure that transaction costs are            

minimized, thereby increasing incentives for firm participation; 
3. Regulators and firms of all sizes must possess the capacity to deal with the demands of                

the regulatory regime; 
4. Transparency must be incorporated into all stages of the regulatory process; and 
5. The municipality and/or SROs must provide assurances that economic actors will be            

held accountable for failures to comply with the regulatory framework.   75

The next section will discuss potential measurements for determining what a successful            
implementation of this framework might look like. 

MEASURING SUCCESS 
Discussing the benefits of regulatory experimentation and evaluation, economist Michael          
Greenstone notes that permitting “states to implement different regulations” could help in            
creating systems of small-scale experimentation that “allows different forms of the regulation to             
be tested” and “leaves the space to create randomly assigned treatment and control groups” for               
evaluation. While such an approach would not solve issues related to selection bias—since             76

the states and municipalities would be affirmatively opting in to the creation of technology zones               
and municipal regulatory pacts—it would nonetheless aid in the measurement of jurisdictional            
differences using quasi-experimental models of assessment.  

In order to properly assess the ex-post success of municipal regulatory pacts within technology              
zones, however, it is first necessary to understand the specific metrics worth considering. To              
inform those metrics, it is worth examining similar institutional frameworks in other countries. 

China’s special economic zones (SEZ) are perhaps the most well-known examples of the             
benefits of quasi-independent municipal zones. Shenzhen in particular has experienced wild           
success as a “hi-tech zone” primarily due to the “decentralisation of decision making and even               
legislation power to the Shenzhen municipal government.” However, Shenzhen and other           77

74 Id. at 131. 
75 Id. at 133. 
76 Id. at 120. 
77 Mark Yaolin Wang and Xiaochen Meng, “‘Building nests to attract birds’: China’s hi-tech zones and their 
impacts on transition from low-skill to high-value added process,” Proceedings of the 15th Annual 
Conference of the Association for Chinese Economics Studies Australia, p. 19, available at 
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Chinese SEZs have failed to capture the benefits of technological spillover effects that are a key                
characteristic of innovation hubs like Silicon Valley. This is primarily the result of a national               
industrial strategy that often requires foreign companies to hand over proprietary intellectual            
property for an opportunity to enter the Chinese market. It also showcases the drawbacks of a                78

national government, rather than the municipal government, structuring the rules governing of            
SEZs—one of the key characteristics that differentiates a traditional SEZ from a technology             
zone. 

As previously discussed, the benefits of European tripartism in small neo-corporatist political            
regimes is an example of successful quasi-soft law governance, but doesn’t quite meet the level               
of governance experimentation on display in SEZs. However, the success of Estonia’s pursuit of              
digitizing government offers a comparative example of what successful municipal governance of            
emerging technologies might look like. Despite being a country-level example, Estonia’s           
size—1.3 million people with a geographic territory one-third the size of New York state—makes              
it a good candidate for considering the impact that significant technological adoption and reform              
can have on a domestic municipality’s basic governance functions. In particular, the country’s             
mass adoption of cloud-based government service provision showcases the value of           
fundamentally shifting the citizen mindset to embrace a culture that prioritizes constant            
experimentation.   79

These examples offer some lessons that can help inform a general understanding of what may               
and may not work in a competitive municipal regulatory pact system. Neither Estonian             
e-governance or Chinese SEZs offer a full account of what “success” looks like for a U.S.-based                
technology zone, and indeed, a full accounting of the comparative costs and benefits of various               
alternative international governance experiments would require a paper all its own. However,            
the lessons of China and Estonia, coupled with the Boulder Thesis and Framework principles,              
offer a partial inventory of potential metrics in determining what a successful technology zone              
might look like. These include: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242188179_Building_nests_to_attract_birds_China's_hi-tech_z
ones_and_their_impacts_on_transition_from_low-skill_to_high-value_added_process. 
78 Id. at 5. (“The reasons for foreign companies investing in China are mainly related to access to the 
Chinese market and its cheap labour and raw materials ... For foreign companies, technology transfer 
raises the risk of losing their technology-based competitive advantage to potential competitor firms, so 
they attempt to protect their existing technological knowledge and technology ‘leakage’. In addition, while 
some foreign companies are setting up R&D facilities in China, this is often done to tailor products to the 
Chinese market rather than to invent new products. Therefore, China’s ‘market for technology’ strategy 
has not been very successful. In other words, it has not received a satisfactory result to use China’s huge 
potential market to attract joint venture so that this can transfer technology to the Chinese side.”) 
79 Ben Horowitz and Sten Tamkivi, “Estonia: The Little Country That Cloud,” Andreessen-Horowitz, 6 Feb. 
2014, https://a16z.com/2014/02/06/estonia-the-little-country-that-cloud/. (“[T]his is what the United States, 
along with many other countries struggling to get the internet and their increasingly more mobile citizens 
on it, could learn from Estonia: the mindset. Willingness to question the foundations and get the key 
infrastructure right, and to continuously re-invent on them. … Ultimately, the states that create pleasant 
environments will be where the mobile citizens will flock to live their lives. And by many means, tiny 
Estonia in 2014 is no worse positioned to be the destination than New England was in 1814.”) 
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1. Expediency in regulatory approval for a given industry (as compared to the current             
system); 

2. Change in the total number of new firms (pre- and post-technology zone); 
3. Change in the size, composition, and robustness of the entrepreneurial community (pre-            

and post-technology zone);  
4. Change in total investment in new startups (pre- and post-technology zone); and 
5. Growth of the SRO market. 

For each of these respective metrics, actual success might look like:  

1. Faster rate of approval and commercialization of new technologies; 
2. Greater number and concentration of startups; 
3. Positive rate of growth in the number of entrepreneurs (founders and employees) moving 

to a given technology zone; 
4. Increase in early-stage funding for new firms; and 
5. Emergence of a robust organizational ecosystem capable of managing oversight and 

regulatory validation demands. 

The true test of a technology zone’s success, however, is the magnitude of accelerated              
innovation effectuated by changes in its regulatory structure compared to the probability of             
those changes actually being implemented. In other words, the highest impact technology zone             
proposals are those that have the greatest chance of optimizing regulatory rules for the most               
potentially-beneficial technologies.  

PART III: PATHWAYS TO IMPLEMENTATION IN 
THE UNITED STATES 
As detailed in Part I, there are numerous examples of specific regulatory waivers aimed at               
providing targeted exemptions for certain emerging technologies, such as the Part 107            
operational waivers for UAS. Pilot programs offer another potential avenue for experimenting            
with how best to govern these technologies. There are already a number of these programs               
currently underway, including for those technologies—the biorevolution, AVs, and UAS         80 81 82

80 The FDA’s Software Precertification Program is an experimental approach to regulating software as a 
medical device (SaMD). Rather than performing a pre-market review for every new SaMD product, the 
program aims to vet the organizations developing the software. Unfortunately, the program’s structure for 
developing regulatory approval processes for AI-based medical devices still lacks basic clarity and fails to 
even define what constitutes an AI SaMD. Whether it ultimately bears fruit as a means of providing 
targeted regulatory relief for startups in this emerging market is also unclear as most of the approved 
organizations are large incumbent firms, such as Apple. For more detail, see Dr. Anastasia Greenberg 
and Ryan Hagemann, Comments submitted to the Food and Drug Administration in the Matter of: 
Software Precertification Program (v0.2), Docket No. FDA-2017-N-4301-0001, submitted 18 July 2018, 
https://niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Comments-Software-Precert-FDA.pdf.  
81 KPMG International, supra note 43 at 17 and 25. 
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—discussed previously. Although some of these implementation pathways may be both legally            
and politically viable, none will constitute the ability for a state to establish a true technology                
zone governed independently from the oversight of federal agencies. For that, new federal             
legislation is required. 

WHY FEDERAL LEGISLATION?  
Clause two under Article VI of the U.S. Constitution is known as the Supremacy Clause, which                
establishes that federal law, which includes the organic statutes authorizing the creation of             
federal regulatory agencies, supersedes state law. Just as states are tethered to the constraints              
of the Supremacy Clause, so too are municipalities subject to similar constraints under the              
Dillon Rule, which limits the powers of municipal governments to those expressly granted them              
by the states. Just as the federal government is preeminent over the states, so too are the                 83

states preeminent over local governments. As a result, no state, county, or city may simply vote                
itself exempt from the rules promulgated by federal agencies. This creates a considerable             84

barrier to the establishment of technology zones, effectively limiting any successful reform effort             
to the introduction and passage of federal legislation.  

The specific language of any authorizing legislation could take numerous paths. However, the             
fundamental principle underlying any such proposal should prioritize delegating as much           
authority for structuring technology zones to the states, and regulatory pact arrangements to             
local municipalities. The more strictures that federal legislation places on the “proper”            
arrangement of technology zones, the less likely firms and individuals will benefit from future              
regulatory competition.  

82 “Presidential Memorandum for the Secretary of Transportation,” White House, 25 Oct. 2017, 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-memorandum-secretary-transportation/.  
83 City of Clinton v. Cedar Rapids and the Missouri River Railroad Co., 24 Iowa 455, 475 (1868). (“A 
municipal corporation possesses and can exercise the following powers and no others: First, those 
granted in express words (from the state); second, those necessarily implied or necessarily incident to the 
powers expressly granted; third, those absolutely essential to the declared objects and purposes of the 
corporation-not simply convenient, but indispensable; and fourth, any fair doubt as to the existence of a 
power is resolved by the courts against the corporation.”)  
84 Hon. Jon D. Russell and Aaron Bostrom, “Federalism, Dillon Rule and Home Rule,” American City 
County Exchange, Jan. 2016, p. 1, 
https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2016/01/2016-ACCE-White-Paper-Dillon-House-Rule-Final.pdf. 
(“Created by the state, local governments exist to perform the tasks of the state at the local level. 
Typically, the state issues an enabling statute, which entrusts the local government with state power 
within a defined scope to achieve local objectives. Since the local government’s power is derived from the 
state, the local government is strictly limited to what the state delegates to it. If local government 
supersedes the authority it is given, the state has the power to modify or revoke its powers. Ultimately 
under the Dillon Rule, local governments are tenants of the state.”) 
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STATUTORY TEMPLATES FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
Although constructing the specific text of legislation authorizing technology zones is beyond the             
scope of this paper, there are two existing statutes that could serve as an ideal starting point for                  
discussion: (1) the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) and (2) a rule from the Centers for Medicare                
and Medicaid (CMS) permitting states to “opt-out” of the Federal Supervision requirement for             
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNA). 

Under 5 U.S.C. § 603, any agency promulgating a notice of proposed rulemaking must conduct               
an initial regulatory flexibility analysis, which must include “a description of any significant             
alternatives to the proposed rule which accomplish the stated objectives of applicable statutes             
and which minimize any significant economic impact of the proposed rule on small entities.”              85

Such “significant alternatives” could include: 

● “[T]he establishment of differing compliance or reporting requirements or timetables that           
take into account the resources available to small entities”;  86

● “[T]he use of performance rather than design standards”;  and 87

● “[A]n exemption from coverage of the rule, or any part thereof, for such small entities.”  88

“Small entities,” as defined by the statute, include “small governmental jurisdictions.” These are             
specified as “governments of cities, counties, towns, townships, villages, school districts, or            
special districts, with a population of less than fifty thousand.” The Small Business             89

Administration’s (SBA) Office of Advocacy is charged with overseeing and reporting on agency             
compliance with the RFA, but cannot enforce compliance with the statute. Nor is there any               
formal requirement in the RFA that forces federal agencies to pursue those “significant             
alternatives” they are required to assess. 

This statute could serve as a general template for state-authorized municipal regulatory pacts.             
Congress could use the same definitions, including a technology zone as a qualifying             
“significant alternative” to newly-proposed regulations, while also crafting a formal enforcement           
mechanism to ensure agency compliance. Although the RFA offers general language for            
defining a pathway towards state-based implementation of municipal regulatory pacts, it lacks a             
clear avenue providing for the most fundamental feature of any technology zone-enabling            
legislation: the actual provision recognizing the right of states to opt-out of federal regulations.              
Luckily, there is existing precedent that could guide the creation of such a provision.  

In 2001 CMS finalized a rule that would permit states to opt-out of federal oversight               
requirements for CRNAs (hereafter, “CRNA opt-out provision”). In order to formally opt-out, the             

85 5 U.S.C. § 603(c). 
86 5 U.S.C. § 603(c)(1). 
87 5 U.S.C. § 603(c)(3). 
88 5 U.S.C. § 603(c)(4). 
89 5 U.S.C. § 601(5). 
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state’s governor is required to send a notice to CMS, attesting that three qualifications have               
been met. The governor must show that: (1) She or he has consulted with the necessary state                 
medicine and nursing boards on the state’s quality of, and access to, anesthesia services; (2)               
the opt-out would be in the best interest of the state’s citizen; and (3) the opt-out is consistent                  
with state laws.  90

In the November 2001 final rule published in The Federal Register, CMS provided some              
noteworthy responses to commenter concerns regarding the opt-out provisions of the           
rule—responses that are particularly relevant to the issues confronting a potential technology            
zone framework. Among these responses, CMS noted the value of providing states with greater              
flexibility in the delivery of healthcare services to patients: 

The final rule broadens the overall flexibility of States by permitting individuals            
and authorities closer to patient care delivery to make decisions about the best             
way to deliver health care services. States are in the best position to assess the               
evidence and consider data relevant to their own situations ... about the best way              
to deliver anesthesia care. It will effectively provide greater discretion to State            
authorities that are experienced at regulating the licensing, education, training,          
and skills of the professionals practicing under their purview, without the burden            
associated with duplicative regulatory oversight. Allowing States to make         
determinations about health care professional standards of practice, and         
hospitals to make decisions regarding the delivery of care, assures that those            
closest to, and who know the most about, the health care delivery system are              
accountable for the outcomes of that care.  91

The agency also addressed the need for simplicity in regulatory permitting: 

[W]e believe a Federal regulation permitting opt-out for particular classes of           
institutions or particular facilities would be confusing, and therefore we are not            
creating a cumbersome process of only allowing specific hospitals or classes of            

90 42 C.F.R. § 482.52(c)(1). (“A hospital may be exempted from the requirement for physician supervision 
of CRNAs as described in paragraph (a)(4) of this section, if the State in which the hospital is located 
submits a letter to CMS signed by the Governor, following consultation with the State's Boards of 
Medicine and Nursing, requesting exemption from physician supervision of CRNAs. The letter from the 
Governor must attest that he or she has consulted with State Boards of Medicine and Nursing about 
issues related to access to and the quality of anesthesia services in the State and has concluded that it is 
in the best interests of the State's citizens to opt-out of the current physician supervision requirement, and 
that the opt-out is consistent with State law.”) 
91 Medicare and Medicaid Programs; Hospital Conditions of Participation: Anesthesia Services, Vol. 66, 
No. 219, Fed. Reg. 56765-56767 (13 Nov. 2001) (to be codified at 42 C.F.R. pts. 416, 482, and 485), 
available at 
https://www.aana.com/docs/default-source/sga-aana-com-web-documents-(all)/federal-register-opt-out.pd
f.  
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institutions on the Federal level. ... This regulation does not and should not             
impede the State’s ability to create laws and/or regulations that fit its needs.  92

And it further articulated the capabilities of states and their governors to effectively manage              
oversight of these rules: 

It is not the role of the Federal Government to prescribe how State law and               
[scope-of-practice] decisions are articulated to State residents. We do not want to            
apply unnecessary multiple standards when the overarching principle is that the           
governor has the authority to act according to his or her assessment of the needs               
and safety of the citizens of that particular State. We recognize that States need              
to establish a realistic workable process to notify their citizens, public and health             
care providers of change in scope-of-practice. However, we are opposed to           
incorporating stringent guidelines that could possibly make this a cumbersome,          
burdensome process. States currently have mechanisms and administrative rules         
in place for public notification such as hearings, notices, executive orders,           
statement of needs, notice of periodic review of rules, and notice of proposed             
rulemaking, that can be applied to this situation.  93

Whereas the RFA offers a potential opportunity to inform the framing for legislative text              
authorizing technology zones and municipal regulatory pacts, the CRNA opt-out provision           
provides a template for how to frame a state’s right to refuse participation in a new federal                 
regulation. Of course, in order to apply to existing regulations, the scope of such legislation               
would need to be expanded to allow for states to opt-out of previously-promulgated rules.              
Crafting this “retroactive opt-out” provision would require considerable tweaks to the existing            
language of the RFA, and might even necessitate amending the Administrative Procedure Act.  

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLES FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
Whether the RFA and/or CRNA opt-out provision prove to be viable templates for authorizing              
legislation remains to be seen. In general, however, any legislation that would provide a              
pathway for implementing technology zones at the state level should embrace the following             
principles:  

1. Regulatory rulemaking, oversight, and enforcement should be triaged, with broad          
permissiveness at the federal level and additional authorities delegated to states;  

2. In keeping with the need to maximize effective governance, states should delegate as             
much regulatory authority to municipalities in order to incentivize experimentation with           
radically different approaches to regulatory governance; 

3. A municipality should be free to contract with the SRO(s) that meet the needs of its                
regulatory pact’s objectives; and 

92 Id. 
93 Id. 
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4. SROs providing regulatory compliance and oversight services should be independent          
entities, not extensions of the local municipal or state government(s). 

In addition to these recommendations, there are two other components to federal legislation that              
may be worth considering: (1) incorporating a dual-track regulatory framework to ensure            
compliance with baseline federal rules and (2) predicating a state’s formal adoption of a              
technology zone to an evaluation period prior to formal approval.  

A dual-track regulatory framework would provide federal agencies with a cudgel for remediating             
municipal regulatory pact failures. As Balleisen and Eisner describe it, such a framework would              
“set performance floors, and then offer exemption from traditional regulatory inspections and            
enforcement regimes for firms that demonstrate the capacity to meet substantially higher            
standards through their own governance structures.” Those firms failing to meet those            
standards, they argue, would “have a clear sense that regulatory officials of the state stand               
ready, willing, and able to impose a traditional regulatory regime, if self-regulation fails to              
achieve public purposes.”  94

A system of evaluating proposed technology zones prior to formal approval is another idea that               
could be considered when formulating legislation. Similar programs operating on a           
quasi-multistakeholder model are already in use, such as the CMS Innovation Center, which             
“allows the Medicare and Medicaid programs to test models that improve care, lower costs, and               
better align payment systems to support patient-centered practices.” Whereas the Innovation           95

Center’s statutory objective is to iterate new payment models “to reduce program expenditures             
… while preserving or enhancing the quality of care,” a similar administrative agency could be               
developed to oversee and approve new experimental technology zones. 

Both of these components would have the benefit of assuaging public concerns regarding the              
safety and efficacy of more radical state proposals, while providing political cover for             
policymakers. Unfortunately, if included as mandatory provisions of technology zone legislation,           
either would likely prove ruinous for competitive regulatory governance. For example, the            
difficulty of incorporating a dual-track framework into a municipal regulatory pact system is the              
expectation that firms meet “substantially higher standards” than those already imposed by            
federal agencies. This would almost certainly have the exact opposite outcome of desiring             
greater flexibility and expediency in regulatory approvals for firms and entrepreneurs. Requiring            
pilot program testing prior to formal approval and adoption of technology zones would likely              
have similar effects, subjecting experimental governance to the same sclerotic federal rules            
currently impeding innovation and technological progress. In keeping with the first and second             
principles above, the decision to apply a dual-track regulatory framework and/or a pre-approval             
pilot program should ultimately be left to the states, not mandated by federal law. 

94 Balleisen and Eisner, supra note 60 at 139. 
95 Centers for Medicare and Medicaid, Innovation Center, https://innovation.cms.gov/about/.  
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CONCLUSION 
We do not know exactly how close [the race between politics and technology] is, but I suspect that                  
it may be very close, even down to the wire. Unlike the world of politics, in the world of technology                    
the choices of individuals may still be paramount. The fate of our world may depend on the effort of                   
a single person who builds or propagates the machinery of freedom that makes the world safe for                 
capitalism. 

Peter Thiel, The Education of a Libertarian  96

 

This paper has promoted the idea that an ecosystem of competitive governance—based on             
technology zones and municipal regulatory pacts—can help ignite an era of greater innovation             
and economic growth. However, there is still a great deal of research to be done. The proposals                 
outlined here are intended to be a catalyst for initiating a broader conversation around these               
topics. It is imperative this discussion begins in earnest, as without radical reforms to the current                
regulatory apparatus the United States runs the risk of losing ground in the development and               
commercialization of life-saving and life-enhancing technologies.  

In his tour of the early American Republic, Alexis de Tocqueville expressed the concern, “that               
men may reach a point where they look on every new theory as a danger, every innovation as a                   
toilsome trouble, every social adventure as a first step toward revolution, and they may              
absolutely refuse to move at all.” The goal of governance competition is to ensure such stasis                97

mentalities do not unnecessarily hamper the march of progress. A framework that incorporates             
soft law-inspired regulatory pacts within a larger market for competitive municipal governance            
can help actualize that goal, ushering in an age that heralds the emergence and discovery of                
many new and fertile verges. 

96 Peter Thiel, “The Education of a Libertarian,” Cato Unbound, 13 Apr. 2009, 
https://www.cato-unbound.org/2009/04/13/peter-thiel/education-libertarian.  
97 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Vol. 2 (New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1945), p. 279. 
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